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historical terms, that the government has been right to put its We would have to recognize that western foreign policy 
faith in NAFTA. whole, after the period of creative growth, post war with the

Marshall plan and those brilliant imaginative conceptions of a 
new world order have been somewhat lacking in imagination

as a

The regional organizations, the trends of history, the
ment of the European Community through the ideal of the single and forward looking thinking in recent years, 
act into, in many respects, a closed regional community compels
us to look for external markets wherever we can find them. I It is noticeable that there were no strategic plans in place to
compliment both the red book, the livre rouge, and the govern- take account of the collapse of the Soviet empire and even
ment for the commitment to NAFTA. To be sure, there were Europe. There was a real failure to anticipate that collapse, yet it
international problems to consider, a thicket of problems that had been amply warned by all of the specialists,
perhaps could have been considered more fully in the last
several years. However, they are not insuperable. Treaties once There was also a failure to anticipate in the absence of a plan 
made are not graven in stone. There are processes under interna- for state succession the would-be renaissance of national con- 
tional law for changing them to new circumstances. flicts, of ethnic conflict of the sort which existed in southeast

Europe before 1914 and was reflected in the two Balkan wars 
and in World War I.

move-

I had occasion as a private citizen in another capacity to 
examine the issue of freshwater export in bulk, whether it was to
be covered by NAFTA or not. My conclusion was clearly it was One of our problems for Canadian foreign policy is that the 
not covered by NAFTA but I appreciate the concerns of those golden era when we did lead the free world in new ideas, the 
Canadian citizens who thought it was. golden era of the 1950s and 1960s, the St. Laurent-Pearson—

Martin era, cannot be replicated any more. We were there 
because the colonization had not yet occurred. However, we 
anticipated it and we led the way to its peaceful application and 
peaceful development.

• (1205)

On this particular point it seems to me that the solution
adopted by the Canadian government, the exchange of state- Our economic position was stronger in relative terms in the 
merits, is adequate in international law to achieve that point of world community than it is now. Of course we could say this
makl.”?..assu™nce. dout)ly sure on the water issue. Further even more for the United States which is also in a more
possibilities for change exist on a similar basis. If we worry imaginative period of thinking in foreign policy than in recent 
about what the United States would say, I would simply say that 
the United States government more than anyone perfected these 
methods of change in treaties, creative change after the treaty 
has been signed, sealed and delivered.

years.

Some of the problems with which a new government and new 
Parliament is beset reflect from a failure to recognize the 
contradictions and to act on them in timely fashion. That is one 

We move to this situation of a coexistence of mondialist, one of the challenges for a new government and a new Parliament, 
world tendencies through the new world trade organization, 
through the development of GATT and through our creative 
membership in new regional organizations like NAFTA. In relation to peacekeeping which Canada invented—it was 

Mr. Pearson’s achievement and he was a Nobel laureate on 
account of that—we have to recognize today too many disparate 

We should all commend the initiative taken by the trade tasks in too many disparate areas. In some senses in the defence 
minister to put out feelers to Chile, to new countries for forces there is too much preoccupation with military hardware
membership in NAFTA to expand our trade opportunities, and not enough attention to the new and highly political role that
However we should also look carefully at associate membership peacekeeping involves today. I think there was a second failure 
for our Pacific rim trading partners, or trading partners to be. to recognize the distinction between peacekeeping which we,

Mr. Pearson and Canada, devised and peacemaking which 
involves the overt use of armed force.One of the great advantages of the new Canada, the new 

pluralistic Canada, is that we have an enormous natural resource 
in our citizens who have come here from other countries. They 
have the language and know the customs in terms of trade and 
commercial relationships and these things should be used to the 
fullest. I expect in the expansion of the trade initiatives this will 
be acted upon by the government to the fullest.

• (1210)

These are some of the issues that we face now: the tragedy of 
Somalia, the tragedy of Bosnia-Hercegovina. These are prob
lems that could have been anticipated and not really met—

In the general area of foreign policy the problems of living in The Acting Speaker (Mrs. Maheu): I am sorry, your time 
an era of transition are obvious enough as they are in other areas, has expired.


